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Stress Analysis
The wheelchair drive train consists of front and rear sub-assemblies. Both axles are mounted on the
frame with bearings. The lever transmits torque to the differential and rear axle via chain-driven gears.
The braking system provides stopping power, while doubling as the skid-steer mechanism.

Figure 1 – Full Assembly

Figure 2 – Added drive Assembly

Rear Drive Assembly
The rear drive assembly of the wheelchair consists of an open differential, spline axles, stub axles,
torque transmitting keyways, and wheels. The rear axle is supported by mounted bearings. The braking
disks are mounted on the rear axle and provide all stopping and turning power for the chair.

Figure 3 -- Rear Axle Assembly

The differential and the spline axles came as a package from Samagaga, Inc. They are intended to be
used in bicycle/tricycle applications, including motorized versions. The stresses induced by a recovering
stroke patient would be far lower than the stresses caused by a motor.

Figure 4 -- Package from Samagaga, Inc.

The torque from the steel spline axle is transmitted to the steel stub axle via a steel split-dowel pin. A
hole was drilled through the stub axle and the spline axle and the pin was inserted. The spline axle was
also modified to include a keyway to attach the brakes.

Figure 5 – Spline Axle

The spline itself can be neglected since is relatively far away from the modifications. Mechanica was
used to analyze both the spline axle and the stub axle. The results are shown below.

Figure 6 -- Spline Axle Analysis

Figure 7 -- Stub Axle Analysis

Note: all stresses will be compared to the yield stresses of the respective materials at the end of this
report.
The majority of the stress on the rear axle is pure torque, which is applied via the steel split-dowel pin.
The stress on the pin is mostly due to shear force.

Figure 8 -- Dowel Pin Analysis

Continuing down the axle, the torque is transmitted to the hub via a steel, square keyway on the stub
axle. The finite element results are shown in the figure below.

Figure 9 - Hub Key Analysis

The hubs that were used on the finished wheelchair are commercially available from Shimano, Inc. The
wheels that came with our purchased wheelchair had 36 spoke rims, and the purchased hubs are
designed to be used with 28 spokes. We took the hubs to a Park Ave Bikes (Henrietta, NY) and had the
wheels assembled using common bicycle components. Wheels of this type are commonly used on race
bikes. Racing speeds often exceed 30 mph and the maximum wheelchair speed is approximately 3 mph.
The hubs and wheels can easily withstand the normal operation of the wheelchair.

Figure 10 -- Wheel Assembly

The entire rear assembly is mounted on the wheelchair via the existing, unmodified mount holes. The
analysis of the custom mount is shown below.

Figure 11 -- Rear Bearing Mount Analysis

The brake caliper mounts are attached around the frame and are made of aluminum. There were no
additional holes drilled into the frame to accomodate this part. They are subjected to an offset shear
force during braking.

Figure 12 -- Brake Caliper Mount

The brake disks themselves are mounted on a sleeve, and the sleeve is locked in place on the axle with a
steel keyway. The analysis of the sleeve and the key are shown below.

Figure 13 -- Brake Mount Sleeve

Figure 14 -- Brake Sleeve Keyway

Front Drive Assembly
The front drive assembly consists of the lever, lever mount, front axle, front gear and mount, and the
bearing mounts that hold the axle. The lever and the mount analysis are shown below.

Figure 15 -- Lever Subjected to 120 N Push Force

Figure 16 -- Lever Mount Block Analysis

The lever mount is bolted to the right side of the front axle, approximately .5 in outside of the front
bearing mount. Holes were drilled into the frame of the wheelchair. These holes have the same
diameter and spacing as the existing rear mount holes. (Diameter = 0.2 in, Spacing = 1 in) The
possibility of one of the bearings seizing is extremely low since they are heavy load, double sealed
bearings. The main force that this beam is subjected to is the force of the rider resting their arm weight
on the lever.

Figure 17 – Mounting Holes on the Frame for Front Bearing Mounts

The lever mount transfers the torque to the front axle. The front axle was analyzed by fixing one of the
ends and applying a torque to the other end. This is an extremely improbable situation due to the type,
size, and speed of the bearings. There are stress concentrations since the torque is being transmitted
via a bolt.

Figure 18 -- Front Axle Stress

The front gear mount is welded onto the front axle. Due to software limitations, the torque on the front
gear mount couldn’t be properly applied. The figure below is the result of applying 4 tangential loads.
There are stress concentrations with this method of application. The actual maximum stress is lower
than the stress at the concentrations.

Figure 19 -- Front Gear Mount

Part Name
--

Maximum
von Mises
Stress
[psi]

Material

Material
Yield Stress

--

[psi]

Fraction of Yield
Stress Experienced
--

Spline Axle
Stub Axle
Stub Axle Retaining Pin
Square Hub Key
Rear Axle Mount

2.47E+01
1.87E+01
8.81E+01
2.03E-01
1.82E-01

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Aluminum

9.50E+04
9.50E+04
9.50E+04
9.50E+04
2.10E+04

0.026 %
0.02 %
0.093 %
0%
0.001 %

Brake Connection
Brake Key
Brake Caliper Mount

1.52E+00
3.81E+00
7.30E-01

Steel
Steel
Aluminum

9.50E+04
9.50E+04
2.10E+04

0.002 %
0.004 %
0.003 %

Front Axle
Front Gear Mount
Front Bearing Mount
Bar

3.47E+01
3.75E+01

Aluminum
Aluminum

2.10E+04
2.10E+04

0.165 %
0.179 %

6.89E+01

Aluminum

2.10E+04

0.328 %

Lever
Lever Mount

2.01E+00
3.84E-01

Steel
Aluminum

9.50E+04
2.10E+04

0.002 %
0.002 %

The highest percentage of yield stress experienced by any part is 0.328. This translates into a very large
factor of safety.

